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Lischka et al. (2018)

“Numerous parallels between 

ecological and social systems 

and methods to study them.” 
Tillman et al. (2005)
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Who are we?
David Trimbach, PhD

Conservation Social Scientist 

Undergrad, University of Dayton

– BA, Sociology

Grad, Portland State University

– MUS, Community Development

Grad, University of Kansas (KU)

– PhD, Human Geography

Applied Social Scientist, Center for Public 

Partnerships and Research, KU

PostDoc(+), Oregon State University, Department of 

Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Sciences

– Human Dimensions Lab

– Housed with Puget Sound Partnership

Braeden Van Deynze

Natural Resource Economist

Undergrad Gonzaga

– BS Economics, BA Biology

– Varsity cross country

Grad School Michigan State

– Ag, Food, and Resource Econ

– Focus on farmer pest/weed control decisions

Postdoc University of Washington

– Co-op appointment with NOAA Northwest 

Fisheries Science Center

– Fish passage planning research

Celebrating first anniversary with WDFW!
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What have we studied before WDFW?
David Trimbach, PhD

Conservation Social Scientist 

Braeden Van Deynze

Natural Resource Economist
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What are the social sciences?

Diverse academic disciplines that study human societies
– Specialized training, expertise, and knowledge (e.g., graduate 

degree)

Social sciences are sciences
– Upstream of human dimensions, comms and outreach e.g., 

facilitation, social marketing, or community outreach

Social sciences contribute to many fields, but are distinct 
from them e.g.,
– Educational scholar vs. teacher
– Economist vs. banker
– Law and society researcher vs. lawyer
– Intertidal ecologist vs. nearshore restorationist

(Bennett et al. 2017; Scales et al. 2023)
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What do social scientists study?

(Bennett et al. 2017; Charnley et al. 2017)

Human culture, past 

and present

Human-environment 

interactions, including 

social-spatial dimensions

Social life, institutions, 

interactions, and 

structures

Mental and behavioral 

characteristics of individuals 

and groups

Individual and societal 

allocation decisions over 

scarce resources
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What do social 

scientists study?

Adapted from Bennett et al. (2017)
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Theories
Methods
Data
Analysis

Markets Governance

Politics Demographics

Narratives Norms

Policy

Culture

Decision Making

EducatingCommunication

Development

Values Preferences

Social Organization

Management

Knowledge PerceptionsBehavior

Ethics

Social Phenomena

Social Processes

Individual Attributes
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How can social science support fish and wildlife 

conservation?
“Improving conservation management practices 
and governance processes, including understanding 
how to better engage different stakeholders”

– Public Comment, Benefit-Cost Analysis

“Helping to justify and normalize conservation 
actions”

“Facilitating more socially equitable and just
conservation processes and outcomes”

“Understanding why support or opposition varies 
by places” 

“Helping to frame communication and outreach 
strategies designed to change attitudes or 
behaviors”

(Bennett et al. 2015; Bennett et al. 2017; Scales and Adams 2023)
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Ecology Economics

Competition

Equilibrium

Game Theory

Resource Flows

Natural 
Selection

Biogeography

Behavioral 
Ecology

Bioenergetics

Market Forces

Market Prices

Oligopoly 
Pricing

Input-Output 
Modeling

Statistical 
InferenceBiometrics Econometrics

(Image source: Human Geography Quote | Quote Number 706105 | Picture Quotes)

How do social sciences relate to other fields and 

disciplines?

http://www.picturequotes.com/human-geography-quote-1-picture-quote-706105
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How do social scientists conduct research?

1. Formulate 
Research 

Problem & 
Hypotheses

2. Preparation 
of Research 

Design 

2b. 
Measurement

2a. Sampling

3. Data 
Collection

4. Data 
Processing

5. Data 
Analysis and 

Interpretation

(Singleton and Straits 2005)
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How do social scientists conduct research?

(della Porta and Keating 2008; Bennett et al. 2017; Leavy 2017; Trimbach et al. 2020; Moon and Blackman 2023)

Method: a tool for data collection and analysis
Not all tools are the same, nor are they appropriate for all projects
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What is best available social science?

Example: U.S. Forest Service – Integrated BASS in 
forest management plan revisions (Charnley et al. 2017)

22 scientist team, including 3 social scientists

Builds on same core criteria as BAS: accuracy, 
reliability, and relevance
– “We argue that the evaluative criteria for BAS should 

expand to include those associated with diverse social 
science disciplines”

12

Example Criteria
• Clear research purpose and 

questions

• Justification of why chosen 

methods and research design 

are appropriate

• Relevant literature reviewed

• Data collection and analysis 

clearly documented

• Ethical considerations in 

sharing research results and 

data

• Findings are published in peer-

reviewed outlets
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How is social science integrated at natural 

resource agencies?

State Level National Level

13

WDFW
Conservation Social Scientist

Natural Resource Economist

DEI Data Analyst

Environmental Justice Coordinator

& Other Staff w/ Social Science Training



What Can We Learn from Natural Resource 

Economics about Conservation?
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Measurement of Costs and Benefits
Economic Values for Ecosystem 
Services

Economic concept of value is much broader than 
commercial, or market, value Heal et al. (2005)

Defined by aggregated sum of individual marginal 
willingness to exchange Heal et al. (2005)

Mainstream economics has long recognized & 
sought to measure a wide range of values fish, 
wildlife, and habitat provide people 
Hotelling (1947), Heal et al. (2005)

– Commercial value

– Recreation value Hotelling (1947)

– Nonuse, cultural, and existence value Arrow et al. (1993)
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Quantifying the Value of Ecosystems
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Total Economic Value – Aquatic Ecosystems

Use Nonuse

Direct Indirect Existence & Bequest

Commercial fishing Nutrient (carbon) retention and 

recycling

Cultural heritage

Aquaculture Flood control Resources for future generations

Transportation Storm protection Existence of charismatic species

Potable water Habitat function Existence of wild spaces

Recreation Shoreline and riverbank stabilization

Genetic material

Scientific and educational 

opportunities

Adapted from Barbier (1994), Barbier et al. (1997), and Heal et al. (2005)
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What is the public’s willingness-to-pay for 

recovering Oregon Coast coho?
Non-Market Valuation: Choice Experiments

Estimate theoretically consistent economic value using (carefully designed) 
survey questions Johnston et al. (2017)

➔ As much as $518million/year for an additional 100,000 returning 
spawners Lewis et al., (2019)
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What is the economic value of species richness to 

birders?
Non-Market Valuation: Recreation Demand Modeling

Measure the economic value of access to recreation and changes in conditions at sites

Relies on travel cost as implicit price for visits to sites, allowing estimation of demand 

curves Lupi, Phaneuf & von Haefen (2017)

➔ Marginal value of additional bird species as much as $3.38 per species per trip

➔ Mean willingness-to-pay per trip for Puget lowlands bird watching is $278
Kolste & Cameron (2017)
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What drives variability in barrier culvert 

correction costs? 
Predicting Conservation Costs and their Drivers
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Considering relative costs in conservation 

decisions can dramatically increase 

efficiency Babcock et al. (1997), Naidoo et al. (2006)

→ Especially when variability in benefits btw. 

alternatives is low or variability in costs is high

However, relies on reliable measure of relative 

costs Armsworth (2014)

➔ Std. dev. increase in bankfull width or 

channel slope associated w/ 56% and 
35% higher costs

➔Predicted costs are highest, and most 

variable in Puget Sound
Van Deynze et al. (2022)
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Bringing it All Together
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Benefit-Cost Analysis (*and its cousins)

Benefit-Cost Analysis for Elwha Dam Removal

Bellas & Kosnik (2019), Meyer & Lichtkoppler (1995)

Often used in federal decision-making 

(grants, policy analysis)

*Related methods include…
• Cost-effectiveness analysis 

• Return-on-investment (ROI) analysis



Conservation Social Sciences Supporting 

Fish and Wildlife Management
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How do we consider Washington residents' values or 

what Washington residents value in our work?
Values are goals and 
principles that guide 
behavior.

Values are durable yet 
change.

Landscapes contribute 
benefits (values) to 
humans and can be 
mapped to inform 
management.
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How do we ensure Washington residents’ wellbeing is 

supported by our work?

Healthy ecosystems 
contribute to human 
wellbeing.

Wellbeing is 

multidimensional.

Sense of place is a 

dimension of wellbeing.

Sense of place includes 

peoples’ place attachments 
and identities.
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How do we enhance our programs or decisions 

with diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)?
Outdoor programs can 
help military veterans.

Many outdoor programs 
struggle to equitably 
engage all veterans.

DEI is not just about 
representation; DEI is 
about diversity 
of perspectives and 
values in management.

24



What Do the Conservation Social Sciences Look 

Like at WDFW?
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What does this look like at WDFW?
Social Science is not new to WDFW, but internal social science positions are new

Social and economic data has been collected for decades in order to inform 

management and decision making
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What does this look like at WDFW?
Social Science Team:  Dr. Braeden Van Deynze (Natural Resource Economist), Dr. David J. Trimbach 

(Conservation Social Scientist), Rebecca Niggemann (DEI Analyst), and Environmental Justice Coordinator 

(TBD)

Supporting Programs: general guidance and advice, minor collaboration, major collaboration, and 

assistance obtaining external support (engagement guide and service request form)

Building Capacity: Includes creating infrastructure and resources (suite of resources), leading internal 

community of practice, developing new tools and approaches

Participate in Agency & Scientific Community: publications, grant writing, conferences, student 

committees, cross-program teams, and external collaborations

27
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What does this look like at WDFW?
Conservation Social Scientist-Projects (2022-2023)

1. Puget Sound Estuary Literacy Study: 
examined Puget Sound residents’ 
knowledge of Puget Sound as an 
estuary and residents’ connections to 
salmon.

2. Inclusive Human Wellbeing Monitoring 
Study: assessed how Puget Sound’s 
environment contributes to Asian 
American, Pacific Islander, Black, and 
African American residents’ wellbeing.
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What does this look like at WDFW?
Conservation Social Scientist-Projects (2023-2024)

1. Lands Division Survey: gauging 
recreators’ use of WDFW lands and 
satisfaction with a pilot volunteer 
program.

2. Shrubsteppe Values Study: examining 
and mapping Region 3 residents’ 
connections and values associated 
with shrubsteppe.

3. Public Comment Process Assessment: 
assessing the agency’s application of 
public comment in rule-making 
processes across programs.

4. Lands Advisory Group Study: 
assessing volunteers' capacity 
to engage and enhance agency lands 
advisory groups.
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938k annual 

participants

$1.14 billion in 

spending

HUNTING

WILDLIFE

WATCHING

RECREATIONAL

FISHING

219k annual 

participants

$356 million in 

spending

2.17M annual 

participants

$3.17 billion in 

spending

2011 Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife Associated Recreation Survey (USFWS); 2020 Fisheries Economics of the United States (NOAA) 30

COMMERCIAL

FISHING

62k jobs 

supported

$358 million in avg 

landings revenue

Tracking Best Available Economic Statistics
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What is the non-market value of the ecosystem 

services provided by the Duckabush restoration?

Restoring the ecosystem function of the Duckabush Estuary identified as a 

key step in recovering listed Hood Canal summer chum populations

31

Requires replacing US 101 causeway 

with 1,600’ span

Used benefits transfer to apply value 

estimates from the literature

➔ Recovery valued at an estimated 

$90.9mill of future non-use 

benefits (undiscounted)
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What is the role of guide fishing in the 

recreation economy?

32

~500 licensed fishing guides* in Washington 

state

Required to keep logbooks

➔8.4k customers took 15.k 
trips

➔25% of customers from 
outside WA

Next Steps: Gather price, 
costs data necessary for IO 
analysis
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How can we best meet demand for water 

recreation?

DFW manages ~400 Water Access Sites across 

the state

Managing for multiple uses

– Fishing, boating, paddling, wildlife watching, swimming, 

cookouts, etc.

33

Revealed Preferences: Survey of 

random addresses, anglers asking 

about most recent trip

➔Will recover willingness-to-pay
estimates for site features
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Conclusion
Social sciences are diverse & rigorous scientific disciplines

Incorporating social science research findings can improve the 
efficiency, efficacy, and equity of conservation and agency 
operations

WDFW is leading among peers in social science integration and 
application

“Making available the best social science possible and using it in 
decision-making is critical for improving the credibility, 
defensibility, and social acceptability of management decisions, 
and may improve compliance with them, reducing 
enforcement costs.”

(Charnley et al. 2017)
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Thank you!

Questions?
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